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Nomenclature

fHcontrol = control acceleration vector expressed in Hill reference
frame, m∕s2

fHTThrust = acceleration vector provided by testbed vehicle
thrusters expressed in table inertial reference frame
HT, m∕s2

IC,IT = inertia matrix of chaser, target satellite, kg · m4

IV = inertia matrix of testbed vehicle, kg · m4

i = orbit inclination, rad
qA1 ;A2

= quaternion vector representing relative attitude
between A1 and A2 reference frames, dim

rA2

A1
= position vector of A1 expressed in A2 reference

frame, m
rA3

A1;A2
= relative position vector between A1 and A2 expressed

in A3 reference frame, m
TVThrust = torque vector provided by testbed vehicle thrusters

expressed in vehicle body-fixed reference frame
V, Nm

θ = true anomaly, rad
Ω = right ascension of ascending node, rad
ωA3

A1;A2
= angular velocity of A1 with respect to A2 expressed in

A3 reference frame, rad∕s

I. Introduction

T HE successful proximity operations during a dockingmaneuver
involving two space vehicles has provoked great interest in last

decade due to the continuous increase of space orbit activity. In fact,

the rendezvous and docking (R&D) operation is a key element in
missions that provide in-orbit assembling of large units, serving/
refueling of orbital platforms and stations, malfunctioning satellite
capturing, or installing improved technology.
The first rendezvous and docking between two spacecraft took

place on 16 March 1966, when Neil Armstrong and Dave Scott
manually performed a rendezvous in a Gemini vehicle and then
docked with an unmanned Agena target vehicle. The first automatic
R&D took place on 30 October 1967, when the Soviet vehicles
Cosmos 186 and 188 docked, [1]. Thereafter, R&D operations have
regularly been performed by the Russian, U.S. and European space
programs. Among the most recent missions, the automated transfer
vehicle program is worth being mentioned; it was developed by the
ESA and designed to perform automated phasing, approach,
rendezvous, and docking to the International Space Station, followed
by departure and deorbit maneuvers, [2].
The main challenge related to the R&D maneuvering problem

relies on the development of robust and reliable guidance, navigation,
and control systems. Particularly, the proximity to the target
spacecraft makes all operations safety critical, requiring particular
safety features for trajectory design and a high-accuracy level for the
control and navigation systems.
Because the R&D maneuvering control problem involves non-

linear kinematics and dynamics, in recent years, many nonlinear
control methodologies have been investigated to address the relative
motion control; some of these nonlinear techniques are inspired by
the linear control theory, such as feedback linearization or gain
scheduling, whereas others are inspired by stability Lyapunov theory
of nonlinear systems, such as sliding mode control and adaptive
control: In [3], Subbarao and Welsh have proposed an adaptive
feedback linearization approach for attitude synchronization and
relative position tracking; in [4], Terui has developed a sliding mode
controller to regulate position and attitude for flight in proximity of a
tumbling space object; Singla et al. developed an output feedback
structured model reference adaptive control law for the spacecraft
R&Dproblem and focused on analyzing the effect of bounded output
errors on controller performance [5].
One of the most attractive methodologies for designing nonlinear

controllers is the state-dependent Riccati equation (SDRE) approach,
originally proposed by Pearson and then described in detail by
Cloutier [6], Hammett [7], Beeler [8], and Cimen [9]. This method
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involves manipulating governing dynamic equations into a pseudo-
linear nonunique form [referred to as the state-dependent coefficient
(SDC) parameterization or extended linearization], in which system
matrices are given as a function of the current state, andminimizing a
quadratic-like performance index. Then, a suboptimal control law is
carried out by an online solution of the algebraic Riccati equation
(ARE) by means of a suited numerical algorithm. The SDRE
approach is an effective option to issues involved with solving
nonlinear Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellman partial differential equations
associated with optimal nonlinear control problems; moreover,
thanks to its formulation, it offers the same design flexibility of its
linear counterpart, which is the linear quadratic regulator (LQR),
allowing the designer to regulate the control signal magnitude by
adjusting the entries in the penalty state-dependent matrices. On the
other hand, it is sensitive to computational cost due to the online
solution of an ARE, as illustrated in [10], where the SDRE method
has been exploited to solve both formation-flying keeping and
docking maneuvering problems. This aspect represents the main
drawback of the SDRE technique, whichmight demand significantly
more computational resources than conventional control algorithms,
especially for high-order systems control. For this reason, the
hardware implementation of the SDRE approach was scarce and
restricted to low-order systems: Erdem and Alleyne exploited the
SDRE technique to control a two-link underactuated, highly
nonlinear nonminimum-phase robot dynamics [11]; Dang and Lewis
conducted a real-time SDREexperiment for the swing up and balance
of a single inverted pendulum on a linear track [12]; additionally,
Menon et al. investigated the challenges associated with real-time
implementation of SDRE control laws using Schur and Kleinman
algorithms on a five-state variables system [13].
In light of the preceding, our study focuses on the development of

an alternative approach to nonlinear optimal feedback control, aimed
at reducing the computational cost of the SDRE method. The
proposed approach exploits the differential algebra (DA) framework,
which allows computing the Taylor expansion of a generic function f
of x up to an arbitrary order v with a fixed amount of effort in a
computer environment. Thus, the proposed DA-based algorithm
enables one to obtain a high-order Taylor expansion of the SDRE
solution of the relative motion problem around a reference trajectory.
The main advantage of this new formulation is to reduce the
computation of SDRE solution in a relatively large neighborhood of
the reference trajectory to amere evaluation of polynomials, avoiding
the online solution of ARE and reducing the computational cost.
Another important contribution of this research was the validation of
the computational cost benefit of the proposed DA-based algorithm
when it runs on a real hardware designed to emulate the proximity
operations on ground.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the SDRE controller

for nonlinear optimal regulation is presented, reviewing some key
aspects on stability and optimality; in the same section, the iterative
Newtonmethod for the SDRE solution is briefly reviewed. In Sec. III,
a brief introduction to differential algebra is given and the DA-based
algorithm is presented in detail. In Sec. IV, the relative orbital
dynamics is discussed, wherein the relevant coordinate frames,
governing equations of motion, and standing assumptions are
detailed. In Sec. V, the guidance law used for the R&Dmaneuvers is
described. Sections VI and VII present the platform developed by
DLR, German Aerospace Center (DLR) Institute of Space Systems
and exploited to carry out the experimental campaigns, and Sec. VIII
illustrates the simulated scenario. Finally, the most relevant
experimental results are gathered in Sec. IX.

II. State-Dependent Riccati Equation Technique

The SDRE strategy provides an effective and systematic algorithm
to synthesize nonlinear feedback control by allowing nonlinearities
in the system state. It is simply an extension of the constant-valued
ARE used to find the optimal feedback control in the LQR problem.
Let us consider the class of nonlinear in the state, affine in the input
continuous-time systems described by the following:

_x�t� � f�x�t�� � g�x�t��U�t�
y�t� � h�x�t��
x�0� � x0 (1)

with the state vector x ∈ Ω ⊆ ℜn and control U ∈ ℜm, such that
f : ℜn → ℜn, g: ℜn → ℜn×m, and h: ℜs → ℜs. The SDRE
method approaches the problem by mimicking the LQR formulation
for linear systems. Accordingly, the system of Eq. (1) can be written
in a like-linear form as follows:

_x�t� � A�x�x� B�x�U
y�t� � H�x�x
x�0� � x0 (2)

where f�x� � A�x�x, g�x� � B�x�, and h�x� � H�x�x with
A�x�: Ω → ℜn×n. The state-dependent dynamic matrix A�x� is
obtained by mathematical factorization and it is nonunique when
n > 1. It is worth noting that the former parameterization, known as
SDC parameterization or extended linearization, is possible if and
only if the following conditions are satisfied [14,15]: 1) f�0� � 0 and
g�x� ≠ 0∀ x; 2) f�x� ∈ C1.
The optimal control problem is to find a state feedback control U

that minimizes the cost functional for all possible initial con-
ditions x0,

J�x0;U� �
1

2

Z∞

0

�xTQ�x�x� UTZ�x�U�dt (3)

where the state and input weighting matrices Q�x� � HT�x�H�x�:
ℜn → ℜn×n and Z�x�: ℜn → ℜm×m are assumed state dependent
and positive semidefinite (PSD) and positive definite (PD),
respectively, for all x to ensure the local stability [6,9,16]. If the pairs
�A�x�; B�x�� and �H�x�; A�x�� are, respectively, pointwise
stabilizable and a detectable extended linearization of the nonlinear
system in the linear sense for all x ∈ Ω, and conditions 1 and 2 are
satisfied, the approximated solution of minimizing of the infinite-
time performance criterion J is given by the following expression:

U � −K�x�x; K�x� � Z−1�x�BT�x�P�x� (4)

where K�x� ∈ C0 and P�x� ∈ ℜn×n is the unique, symmetric
positive-definite solution of the continuous-time state-dependent
Riccati equation:

P�x�A�x��AT�x�P�x�−P�x�B�x�Z−1�x�B�x�TP�x��Q�x��0

(5)

In [9], the author states that a sufficient condition for stabilizability
is to check that the n × nm state-dependent matrix

Mcontr � �B�x� A�x�B�x� · · · A�x�n−1B�x� � (6)

has rank�Mcontr� � n ∀ x ∈ Ω. Similarly, the sufficient test for the
detectability is that the n × ns state-dependent matrix

Mobs � �HT�x� A�x�THT�x� · · · �A�x�T�n−1HT�x� � (7)

has rank�Mobs� � n ∀ x ∈ Ω.
Therefore, the SDRE solution for the infinite-time horizon

nonlinear regulator problem (1–3) can be interpreted as a
generalization of the infinite-time horizon time-invariant LQR
problem, where all matrices are state dependent. The main
advantages of the SDRE technique are simplicity and effectiveness,
because no solution of the Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellman partial
differential equation is required to solve the infinite-horizon
nonlinear regulator problem, and design flexibility due to the



possibility of tuning the state and input weighting matrices Q and Z
eventually depending on current state.
A thorough review of capabilities of the SDRE technique is

provided by Cimen in [14]. Particularly, the author addresses the
design flexibility of the SDREmethod, showing a criterion to choose
the state-dependent weightingmatricesQ�x� andZ�x�, and discusses
the ability of SDRE controller to include the state/input constraints
and to track a specific signal. In addition, in [9], Cimen investigates
the stability and optimality properties associated with the SDRE
controller, concluding that the SDRE method guarantees only
local asymptotic stability and satisfies at least asymptotically the
optimality conditions.

A. Numerical Algorithm for the Solution of Algebraic Riccati Equa-
tion

From a computation standpoint, the main efforts due to the SDRE
algorithm implementation are related to the solution of high-
dimensional ARE at each sample step. A closed-form solution of
Eq. (5) is awkward except for a few simple dynamic systems, such
that, in most problems, this equation will have to be numerically
solved at each sample instant. Several numerical techniques exist for
solving algebraic Riccati equations; particularly, these algorithms
can be divided into two categories: 1) direct and 2) iterative methods.
The former is based on manipulation of a Hamiltonian matrix (i.e.,
Schur decomposition), whereas the second determines iteratively the
solution from an initial guess; generally, the direct methods are
computationally faster than second, especially in poorly conditioned
problems and in cases where a good initial guess is not available. On
the other hand, the computation and storage requirements for them
can be more than twice as much as that for an iterative method
because the former operates on a 2n × 2n Hamiltonian matrix for a
Riccati equation of order n [13].
For the sake of completeness, a brief description of the Newton

approach (iterative method) is presented in the following.

B. Iterative Method: Newton Method

Newton’s method (NM) is a numerical tool for solving scalar
nonlinear equations; given an equation f�x� � 0, where f is
continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of a solution α ∈ ,
Newton’s method generates a sequence fxkg defined by xk�1 �
xk − f�xk�∕f�xk�n which converges to α for a suitable initial guess
x0. The same approach can be used to solve the ARE (5) such that the
following sequence is obtained [17–20]:

F�Pk� � PkA� ATPk − PkBZ−1BTPk �Q
Pk�1 � Pk − �F 0Pk�

−1�F�Pk�� (8)

whereF 0Pk indicates the Fréchet derivative of the rest functionF�Pk�.
In practical computation, the Newton increment ΔPk � Pk�1 − Pk,
is exploited, such that each Newton’s method step yields

F 0PkΔPk � �A
T − PkB�ΔPk � ΔPk�A − BPk� � −�F�Pk�� (9)

Equation (9) is a linear Lyapunov equation. In Algorithm 1, the
main steps of NM are summarized. In [18], the authors demonstrate
that the sequence fPkg converges quadratically to the stabilizing
solution of ARE.

III. Differential Algebra Technique

The DA technique finds its origin in the attempt to solve analytical
problemswith an algebraic approach. One of the initiators of the field
was Liouville in connection with the problem of integration of
functions and differential equations in finite terms. It was then
significantly enhanced by Ritt [21], who provided a complete
algebraic theory of the solution of differential equations that are
polynomials of the functions and their derivatives and that have
meromorphic coefficients [22]. Recently, this approach was
exploited to solve two-point value boundary problems, which is
typically faced in space trajectory design [23]. DA serves the purpose
of computing the derivatives of functions in a computer environment;
more specifically, by substituting the classical implementation of real
algebra with the implementation of a new algebra of Taylor
polynomials, any function f of x can be expanded into its Taylor
series up to an arbitrary order v. DAwas implemented by Makino in
the software COSY-Infinity.¶ In what follows, the basis of differential
algebra will be summarized; particularly, the minimal differential
algebra for one-dimensional functions and their first-order expansion
is explained in detail and some hints on its extension to functions of n
variables and to vth order are given. Finally, we will focus on the use
of the DA technique to determine an approximated solution of the
SDRE problem.

A. Minimal Differential Algebra

To present the simplest nontrivial differential algebra, let us
consider the set of all ordered pairs �p0; p1�, with p0 and p1 real
numbers. Define addition, scalar multiplication, and vector multi-
plication as follows:

�p0; p1� � �r0; r1� � �p0 � r0; p1 � r1�
t · �p0; p1� � �t · p0; t · p1�

�p0; p1� · �r0; r1� � �p0 · r0; p0 · r1 � p1 · r0� (10)

The ordered pairswith the preceding arithmetic are called 1D1, and
the three operations defined inEq. (10) form an algebra. Furthermore,
they do form an extension of real numbers; since �r; 0� � �s; 0� �
�r� s; 0� and �r; 0� · �s; 0� � �r · s; 0�, the pairs �r; 0� behave like
real numbers [22].
One important property of this algebra is that it has an order

compatible with its algebraic operations. Particularly, given two
elements �p0; p1� and �r0; r1� in 1D1, it results

�p0; p1� < �r0; r1� if p0 < r0 or �p0 � r0 and p1 < r1�
�p0; p1� > �r0; r1� if �r0; r1� < �p0; p1�
�p0; p1� � �r0; r1� if p0 � r0 and p1 � r1 (11)

As for any two elements �p0; p1� and �r0; r1� ∈ 1D1, only one of
the three relations (11) holds, 1D1 is said totally ordered [22].
In 1D1, the number d � �0; 1� plays an important role; it has the

interesting property of being positive but smaller than any positive
real number, such that �0; 0� < �0; 1� < �r; 0� � r. For this reason d
is called an infinitesimal or a differential, and, in fact,d is so small that
it vanishes in 1D1. Because for any �p0; p1� ∈ 1D1,

�p0; p1� � �p0; 0� � �0; p1� � p0 � d · p1 (12)

the first component p0 is called the real part and the second p the
differential part. The aforementioned algebra becomes a differential
algebra by introducing amap ∂: 1D1 → 1D1 and proving that themap
is a derivation. Define ∂: 1D1 → 1D1 by

∂�p0; p1� � �0; p1� (13)

Algorithm 1 Newton method

1) Define the SDC for nonlinear system (1)
2) Set the initial guess P0

3) Compute the rest function F�Pk�
4) Solve the Lyapunov equation �AT − PkB�ΔPk � ΔPk�A − BPk� �
−�F�Pk��
5) Update the solution such that Pk�1 � Pk � ΔPk
6) Iterate until the maximum number of iterations is reached or
kΔPkk∕kPkk < toll ¶Data available online at http://www.bt.pa.msu.edu/index_cosy.htm

[retrieved 9 July 2014].
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The map ∂ is a derivation because, for all �p0; p1�; �r0; r1� ∈ 1D1,
it results

∂f�p0; p1� � �r0; r1�g � ∂�p0 � r0; p1 � r1� � �0; p1 � r1�
� �0; p1� � �0; r1� � ∂�p0; p1� � ∂�r0; r1�

∂f�p0; p1� · �r0; r1�g � ∂�p0 · r0; p0 · r1 � r0 · p1�
� �0; p0 · r1 � r0 · p1� � �0; p1� · �r0; r1� � �0; r1� · �p0; p1�
� ∂f�p0; p1�g · �r0; r1� � �p0; p1� · ∂f�r0; r1�g (14)

Thus, �1D1; ∂� is a differential algebra. For the purpose of
nonlinear controller design, themost important aspect of 1D1 is that it
can be used for the automated computation of derivatives. As an
example, consider two functions f and g and arrange their values and
their derivatives at the origin as two vectors in 1D1, that is,
�f�0�; f 0�0�� and �g�0�; g 0�0��. The product of two vectors
�f�0�; f 0�0�� and �g�0�; gn�0�� yields

�f�0�; f 0�0�� · �g�0�; g 0�0��
� �f�0� · g�0�; f�0� · g 0�0� � f 0�0� · g�0�� (15)

Thus, the derivate of the product f�0� · g�0� appears in the second
term of �f�0�; f 0�0�� · �g�0�; g 0�0��), whereas the first term gives the
value of the product of the functions. Therefore, if twovectors contain
the values and the derivatives of two functions, their product contains
the values and the derivatives of the product function. Defining the
operation �·� from the space of differential functions to 1D1 as

�f� � �f�0�; f 0�0�� (16)

it holds that

�f� g� � �f� � �g� �f · g� � �f� · �g� �1∕g� � 1

�g� (17)

In light of the preceding, derivatives ofmany kinds of functions can
be computed algebraically by applying arithmetic rules on 1D1,
beginning from the value and the derivative of the identity function
�x� � �x; 1� � x� d. In fact, it is possible to prove that the following
results [22]

�f�x�� � �f�x�; f 0�x�� � f��x� d�� � f��x�� (18)

It is worth noting that, for r ∈ ℜ ⊂ 1D1, �f�r�; f 0�r�� �
f�r� d� � f�r� � d · f 0�r�) resembles f�x� Δx� ≈ f�x� � Δx ·
f 0�x�, in which the approximation becomes more refined for
smaller Δx.

B. Differential Algebra vDn

In the following subsection, we introduce the algebra to compute
the derivatives of a function in n variables up to the order v. Let us
consider the space Cv�ℜn�, that is, the collection of v times
continuously differentiable functions on ℜn. On this space, we
introduce an equivalence relation�v, such that, given the functions f
and g ∈ Cv�ℜn�, f �v g if and only if f�0� � g�0� and all the
partial derivatives agree at zero up to the order v. The relation �v
satisfies [22]

f �v f for all f ∈ Cv�ℜn�
f �v g ⇒ g �v f for all f; g ∈ Cv�ℜn�
f �v g and g �v w ⇒ f �v w for all f; g; w ∈ Cv�ℜn�

(19)

All the elements that are related to f can be grouped together in one
set, the equivalence class [f] of the function f. The resulting
equivalence classes are referred to as DA vectors or DA numbers.

Intuitively, each of these classes is specified by a particular collection
of partial derivatives in alln variables up to order v. This class is called

vDn, and it represents an algebra [22]. In addition, it is easy to show,
and its proof is omitted here because it is beyond the purpose of this
paper, that, defined the map ∂k: vDn → vDn for k ∈ 1 : : : n as

∂k�f� �
�
xk

∂f
∂xk

�
with �f� ∈ vDn (20)

it is a derivation for all k, and hence �vDn; ∂1; : : : ; ∂k�) is a differential
algebra.
Observe that f lies in the same class as its Taylor polynomial Tf of

order v around the origin; they have the same function values and
derivatives up to order v. Therefore,

�f� � �Tf � (21)

where

�Tf � �
� X
j1� : : :�jn≤v

cj1; : : : ;jn · x
j1
1 : : : x

jn
n

�

�
X

j1� : : :�jn≤v
cj1 ; : : : ;jn · d

j1
1 : : : d

jn
n (22)

being dk � �xk� and cj1 ; : : : ;jn the Taylor coefficients of the Taylor
polynomial Tf defined as

cj1 ; : : : ;jn �
1

j1! : : : jn!
·
∂j1� : : :�jnf
∂xj11 : : : ∂x

jn
n

(23)

Similarly to 1D1, composition of functions and the elementary
functions, as trigonometric or exponential functions, can be
introduced in vDn; thus, the derivatives of any functionf belonging to
Cv�ℜn� can be computed up to order v with a fixed amount of effort
by applying

�f�x1 : : : xn�� � f��x1 : : : xn�� � f�x1 � d1; : : : ; xn � dn� (24)

For more details about the preceding presented differential
algebra, we address the reader to [22].

C. Differential Algebra Approach: High-Order Technique for SDRE
Solution

In our work, differential algebra is effectively used to get a high-
order Taylor expansion of the SDRE solution. For this purpose,
consider a power series expansion of P�x� in Eq. (5) in terms of
temporary variable ε, such that

P�x� �
X∞
k�0

εkPk�x� ≅
Xl
k�0

εkPk�x� (25)

and split the dynamic matrices A�x� and B�x� obtained by the SDC
parameterization into constant and state-dependent parts as

A�x� � A0 � εΔA�x�; B�x� � B0 � εΔB�x� (26)

Substituting Eqs. (25) and (26) in Eq. (5) and separating out by
powers of ε, the following series of equations result:

P0A0 � AT0P0 − P0B0Z
−1BT0P0 �Q � 0 (27)



Pk�x� ~A� ~ATPk�x� � −Pk−1�x�ΔA�x� − ΔA�x�TPk−1�x�

�
Xk−1
j�1

Pj�x��B0Z
−1BT0 �Pk−j�x�

� �
Xk−1
j�0

Pj�x��B0Z
−1ΔB�x�T � ΔB�x�Z−1B0�Pk−1−j�x�

� �
Xk−2
j�0

Pj�x��ΔB�x�Z−1ΔB�x�T�Pk−2−j�x� k � 1; : : : ; 1

(28)

where

~A � �A0 − B0Z
−1BT0P0� (29)

and weighting matrices Z and Q are constant for simplicity.
Equation (27) is an algebraic Riccati equation where all matrices

are constant, whereas Eqs. (28) are a series of linear Lyapunov
equations that can be solved through linear algebra manipulation, as
discussed in [24], or more efficiently, through the Bartels and Stewart
algorithm [17,25].
Now, let us initialize the state vector x in Eqs. (25) and (26) as a vth

order DA variable, that is,

�x� � x0 � δx (30)

such thatmatricesPk in Eqs. (28),ΔA andΔB in Eq. (26) are function
of δx,

Pk�δx� ~A� ~ATPk�δx� � −Pk−1�δx�ΔA�δx� − ΔA�δx�TPk−1�δx�

�
Xk−1
j�1

Pj�δx��B0Z
−1BT0 �Pk−j�δx�

� �
Xk−1
j�0

Pj�δx��B0Z
−1ΔB�δx�T � ΔB�δx�Z−1B0�Pk−1−j�δx�

� �
Xk−2
j�0

Pj�δx��ΔB�δx�Z−1ΔB�δx�T�Pk−2−j�δx�

k � 1; : : : ; 1 (31)

Thus, the feedback control law results

UvSDRE∕DA�δx� � −Z−1�B0 �ΔB�δx��T
�Xl
k�0

Pk�δx�
�
δx

� ~K�δx�δx with ε set to 1

~K�δx� �

2
6664
T ~K11
�δx� : : : T ~K1n

�δx�

..

. . .
. ..

.

T ~Km1
�δx� : : : T ~Kmn

�δx�

3
7775

T ~Kpq
�δx� �

X
j1� : : :�jn≤v

cj1; : : : jn · δx
j1
1 : : : δx

jn
n

p � 1; : : : ; m; q � 1; : : : ; n

cj1 ; : : : jn �
1

j1! : : : jn!
·
∂j1� : : :�jn� ~Kpq�x��

∂xj11 : : : ∂x
jn
n

(32)

where T ~Kpq
�δx� denotes the Taylor polynomial of order v of ~Kpq�x�,

whereas cj1; : : : jn are the Taylor coefficients of T ~Kpq
�δx�. Note that

UvSDRE∕DA�δx� represents the deviation of control law from its
reference value, given by

U0
SDRE∕DA � −Z−1�B0 � ΔB�x � x0��T

�Xl
k�0

Pk�x � x0�
�
x0

(33)

The Taylor polynomials of order vT ~Kpq
�δx� are obtained solving

linear Lyapunov equations (31) in the COSY-Infinity code. In
Algorithm 2, the DA-based algorithm is summarized.
Note that the computation of Taylor expansion of the controller

matrix is carried out offline (see point 4 inAlgorithm2) by theCOSY-
Infinity tool, whereas the polynomial evaluation is performed online.
The advantage of the presented method is evident: The SDRE
solution is reduced to a mere evaluation of a polynomial expression
instead of an online implementation of the procedure for an ARE
solution. This fact makes the DA-based algorithm appealing for the
real-time implementation of the SDRE technique.

IV. Spacecraft Relative Motion Dynamics

In following section, we provide the relative dynamics of two
spacecraft orbiting the Earth, referred to as the chaser and target, and
discuss a specific approaching trajectory to perform the R&D
maneuver. Inwhat follows,wewill refer to the orbital reference frame
(ORF), body-fixed reference frame (BRF), and Earth-centered
inertial reference frame (ECIRF) (see Fig. 1). TheORF, denoted asH
and known also as the Hill reference frame, is centered in the target
center of mass and has the versors r̂ and ĥ aligned with the radial
direction and the angular momentum, respectively. The BRFs,
denoted as C and T for chaser and target, respectively, have the three
axes oriented as the inertial principal axes and they are located in the
center ofmass of each spacecraft; note that, without loss of generality,
we assume that ĵC and −ĵT are designed to be the outward direction
of the chaser and target docking port (see Fig. 1). TheECIRF, denoted
as I, is centered in Earth and it has the K̂ vector alignedwith the Earth
rotation axis (toward the North Pole), Î directed toward the vernal
equinox, and Ĵ completes the right-handed orthogonal refer-
ence frame.

A. Relative Dynamics Equations

Defining the relative position vector (see Fig. 1) ρH � xr̂� yt̂�
zĥ and relative velocity vector _ρH � _x r̂� _y t̂�_z ĥ, the relative
translation dynamics is given by [26]

�ρH � −2�ωHH;I ∧�_ρH − �ωHH;I ∧��ωHH;I ∧�ρH − � _ωHH;I ∧�ρH

� μ

krHT � ρHk3 �r
H
T � ρH� � μ

krHT k3
�rHT ��

� fHC;ext − fHT;ext (34)

where �·∧� denotes the cross-product matrix. The vectors fHT;ext and
fHC;ext represent the total external accelerations experienced by the
target and chaser satellites, respectively. It is worth noting that
the presence of perturbing acceleration provokes the precession of
the Hill reference frame. More specifically, the angular velocity of
H with respect to I, ωHH;I is given by the sum of the instantaneous
rate of three Eulerian angles regarded as vectors along the K̂ versor,
the ascending node axis versor N̂, and ĥ directions, such that
[27,28]

ωHH;I � _Ω K̂�_i N̂�_θ ĥ (35)

Algorithm 2 DA algorithm

1) Define the SDC for nonlinear system (1), A�x� and B�x�
2) Compute the matrices ΔA�x� � A�x� − A0, ΔB�x� � B�x� − B0

3) Define the control state vector x as a DAvector �x� � x0 � δx;
4) Compute ΔA�δx� and ΔB�δx�, and solve Eqs. (31) and (32) using COSY-
Infinity to obtain Taylor map of control law



By the inspection of orbital geometry, the unit vectors N̂ and K̂
can be written in the Hill system as

N̂ � cos�θ�r̂ − sin�θ�t̂

K̂ � sin�i� sin�θ�r̂� sin�i� cos�θ�t̂� cos�i�ĥ (36)

and thus,

ωHH;I � � _Ω sin�i� sin�θ� � _i cos�θ��r̂

� � _Ω sin�i� cos�θ� − _i sin�θ��t̂� �_θ� _Ω cos�i��ĥ

� ωxr̂� ωyt̂� ωzĥ (37)

Finally, according to the Lagrange–Gauss equations, Eq. (37)
yields

ωHH;I �
rTfpert;h
h

r̂� h

r2T
ĥ � ωxr̂� ωzĥ (38)

where fpert;h indicates the component of perturbing acceleration
orthogonal to the target orbital plane, and h is the modulus of the
orbital angular momentum of the target spacecraft orbit. From
Eq. (38), it results that the angular rate of the Hill reference frame
has only components along r̂ and ĥ, and it is always contained in the
target orbital plane; this is consistent with the orbital problem: In
fact, a rotation about t̂ would move the orbit plane so as not to
intersect the center of attraction, violating the Keplerian nature of
the spacecraft orbital motion. Consistently, the angular acceleration
of H is given by [29]

_ωHH;I �
�
_rTfpert;h
h

�
rT _fpert;h
h

−
r2Tfpert;hfpert;t

h2

�
r̂

�
�
fpert;t
rT

− 2
h _rT
r3T

�
t̂ (39)

where fpert;t indicates the component of perturbing acceleration
aligned with t̂ direction. Whenever the disturbance accelerations
due to the space environment are ignored, Eq. (34) can be
simplified; thus, the angular velocity and acceleration vectors of H
relative to I, ωHH;I and _ωHH;I are given by

ωHH;I �
h

r2T
ĥ _ωHH;I � −2

h _rT
r3T
ĥ (40)

Therefore, the vector expression (34) can be written as three scalar
nonlinear equations:

�x � y
�
−2
h _rT
r3T

�
� 2 _y

�
h

r2T

�
� x

�
h

r2T

�
2

−
μ�rT � x�����������������������������������������������

��rT � x�2 � y2 � z2�3
p � μ

r2T
� fHx;control

�y � x
�
2
h _rT
r3T

�
− 2_x

�
h

r2T

�
� y

�
h

r2T

�
2

−
μy����������������������������������������������

��rT � x�2 � y2 � z2�3
p � fHy;control

�z � −
μz����������������������������������������������

��rT � x�2 � y2 � z2�3
p � fHz;control

fHcontrol � � fHx;control fHy;control fHz;control �T (41)

being fHC;ext � fHcontrol.
In addition, according with the well-known Euler’s law, the

rotational dynamics of the target and chaser spacecraft can bewritten
as follows [30]

_ωTT;I � I−1T �−�ωTT;I ∧�ITωTT;I � TText� (42)

_ωCC;I � I−1C �−�ωCC;I ∧�ICωCC;I � TCext� (43)

where the inertia matrices IT and IC are assumed to be constant in
satellite BRFs.
To describe the relative rotational dynamics, let us assume the qua-

ternion parameterization qC;T�qe��qe;0 �qe ���qe;0 qe;1 qe;2 qe;3 �
to represent the relative attitude between the chaser and target BRFs,
such that

Fig. 1 Reference frames: a) orbitalH � f r̂ t̂ ĥ g; b) body C � f îC ĵC k̂C g; and T � f îT ĵT k̂T g.

Fig. 2 Velocity profile for straight line trajectory.



qe �
�
q0;e

f �qeg

�
� q−1T ⊗ qC

�

2
4 q0;Tq0;C � f �qTgTf �qCg
q0;Tf �qCg − q0;Cf �qTg − � �qT ∧� �qC

3
5 (44)

where the symbol “⊗” denotes the quaternion product. Accordingly,
the relative kinematics can be written as

_qe �
�
_q0;e

_�qe

�
� 1

2

�
0 −fωCC;TgT

fωCC;Tg �ωCC;T ∧�

�
qe

� 1

2

� − �qe

q0;eI3×3 � � �qe ∧�

�
ωCC;T

� 1

2

� − �qe

q0;eI3×3 � � �qe ∧�

�
ωCC;I

−
1

2

�
0 −fSCT �qe�ωTT;IgT

fSCT �qe�ωTT;Ig −�SCT �qe�ωTT;I ∧�

�
qe (45)

The relative angular velocity between the chaser and target BRFs
expressed in C is given by

ωCC;T � ωCC;I − SCT �qe�ωTT;I (46)

where SCT �qe� is the transformation matrix that describes the
orientation of the C relative to the T and results [30]

SCT �qe� �

2
4q

2
e;0 � q2e;1 − q2e;2 − q2e;3 2�qe;1qe;2 − qe;0qe;3� 2�qe;1qe;3 � qe;0qe;2�
2�qe;1qe;2 � qe;0qe;3� q2e;0 − q2e;1 � q2e;2 − q2e;3 2�qe;2qe;3 − qe;0qe;1�
2�qe;1qe;3 − qe;0qe;2� 2�qe;2qe;3 � qe;0qe;1� q2e;0 − q2e;1 − q2e;2 � q2e;3

3
5 (47)

Thus, the time derivative of Eq. (46) leads to

_ωCC;T � _ωCC;I − SCT �qe� _ωTT;I − _SCT �qe�ωTT;I
� _ωCC;I − SCT �qe� _ωTT;I � �ωCC;T ∧�SCT �qe�ωTT;I (48)

By using Eqs. (42) and (43), Eq. (48) can be rewritten as

_ωCC;T� I−1C �−��ωCC;T�SCT �qe�ωTT;I�∧�IC�ωCC;T�SCT �qe�ωTT;I��TCext�
�−SCT �qe��I−1T �−�ωTT;I ∧�ITωTT;I�TText��− �SCT �qe�ωTT;I ∧�ωCC;T

(49)

Note that, in our work, only the disturbing torques due to the
gravitational field are considered, such that the terms TCext and T

T
ext

reported in Eq. (49) become

TCext � TCgrav � TCcontrol � 3
μ

krCCk5
�rCC ∧�ICrCC � TCcontrol

TText � TTgrav � 3
μ

krTTk5
�rTT ∧�ITrTT (50)

B. Extended Linearization of Coupled Relative Dynamics

As discussed in Sec. II, the SDRE controller requires one to bring
the nonlinear dynamics equations to the SDC form. In light of this,
Eqs. (41–45) can be represented in a compact form as follows:

2
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I−1C ��SCTSTHrHT ∧�ICSCT � �SCTSTHρH ∧�ICSCT
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fAωρ;biasg �
3μ

r5C
I−1C ��SCTSTHrHT ∧�ICSCTSTHrHT � (51)

It is worth noting that the state-independent term in Eq. (51)
Aωρ;bias, referred to as the bias term, will have to be handled to
conform the dynamic system to the basic structure and conditions
required for the straightforward application of the SDRE method
(i.e., conditions 1 and 2 mentioned in Sec. II). In accordance with the
techniques proposed in [31] to handle the bias terms, a new stable
state s is added such that Eq. (51) becomes
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where λs is a small positive number.



V. Guidance Law for Rendezvous and Docking
Maneuver

The guidance law defines the set values for the nominal evolution
of the chaser satellite state, that is, the references for the control of
relative position, velocity, attitude, and angular rates at each point in
time [1]. More specifically, in our study, we consider an approaching
trajectory consisting of a V hop and a straight line along the V-bar
direction [32,33]. [In R&D literature, the V-bar versor is oriented as
the velocity vector, the H-bar versor is aligned with the zenith
direction, and theR-bar versor is directed along the opposite direction
of the angular momentum vector of the target orbit. This reference
frame is known as the local vertical/local horizontal frame.] The
reference relative position and relative velocity for the hopping phase
is provided by the analytical solution of Hill–Clohessy–Wiltshire
(HCW) equations; particularly, if we define the initial reference
relative position ρHref�0� and the time interval to perform the V-hop
maneuver dtV-hop, the translational reference state xtrans;ref�t� �
� ρHref�t� _ρHref�t� �T can be determined as follows:

�
ρHref�t�
_ρHref�t�

�
� �Φ�t��

�
ρHref�0�
_ρHref�0�

�
; Φ�t� �

�
�M�t�� �N�t��
�S�t�� �T�t��

�

(53)
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_ρHref�0� � N�dtV-hop�−1�ρHref�dtV-hop�−M�dtV-hop�ρHref�0�� (55)

whereωz � ωHH;I · ĥ. Let us recall that the HCWequations are based
on the assumptions of circular target orbit and small relative radius
with respect to the distance of the target satellite from Earth center
(kρk ≪ krTk) [34].

For what concerns the final approach, a specific velocity profile
is implemented along the V-bar direction, whereas velocity
components along other directions are zero (see Fig. 2). A constant
acceleration is considered at the start of forced motion to achieve a
desired approach velocityVconst in a fixed interval time dt1 � t2 − t1;
correspondingly, at the end, a constant deceleration is implemented to
achieve the desired relative position and velocity in a fixed interval
time dt3 � t4 − t3 [1]. The desired velocity Vconst is given by

Vconst �
2�ρy;desired�t4� − ρy;desired�t1��

t4 � t3 − t2 − t1
(56)

Finally, to guarantee the docking port of target faces the chaser one,
the satellites’ angular velocities must be equal and the axes of
satellites’ BRFs must be aligned during the whole approaching
maneuver. Defining the reference rotational state as
xrot;ref�t� � �ωCC;Iref�t� qe;ref �t��T , it yields

�
ωCC;Iref�t�
qe;ref�t�

�
�
�
SCT �qe�ωTT;I�t�
� 1 0 0 0 �T

�
(57)

VI. Experimental Test Bed

The test bed designed by DLR Institute of Space Systems, referred
to as the Test Environment for Application of Multiple Spacecraft
(TEAMS), consists of a granite table (4 × 5 m) with several air
cushion vehiclesmoving on it [35]. Each vehicle floats thanks to a set
of air bearing pads, reproducing a frictionless and weightless
environment in two dimensions and three degrees of freedom. The
table surface is manufactured with an accuracy of 3 μm and leveled
with an accuracy of less than 20 μm from an edge to another to keep
the gravitational field disturbances low. The thickness of the granite is
60 cm, a value necessary to keep the high evenness in presence of the
load due to the air cushion vehicles and the granite table’s own
weight.
The air cushionvehicles consist of two parts (see Fig. 3). The lower

part, referred to as the transport platform (TP), is devoted to contain
the air tanks and the pressure regulators to support the pads and
proportional thrusters with pressurized air. On the top of the TP, the
second stage, referred to as the attitude platform (AP), is constrained
such that no relative motion between two parts is permitted. On the
AP, the sensors, actuators, and electronic equipment are located such
that the position of the center of mass of the vehicle is not far from the
junction point of the two stages.
To measure the position and attitude of the vehicles, an infrared

indoor system (DTrack) is exploited. It consists mainly of three
elements: 1) a dedicated tracking PC; 2) a set of six cameras; and
3) five target markers installed on each floating vehicle. The cameras
emit infrared flashes with a frequency of 60 Hz, which are reflected
by a set of reflective balls (markers) installed onboard the vehicle; the
reflected signal is captured by the cameras and handled by the
tracking PC, which computes the navigation solution and, sub-
sequently, broadcasts it on the local network.
The AP is equipped with six proportional thrusters consisting of a

proportional valve and a nozzle designed for this specific application.
The valves are controlled by a pulse-width modulation signal, which
is generated by a microcontroller on a separate thruster control board
and can provide a maximum thrust of 65 mN. The onboard computer
is a PC104 stack equipped by an x86 Atom Z530 processor with
1.6 GHz and several boards for program upload, commanding, and
data download. It is provided by the real-time operating systemQNX.
The development of control/estimation applications is based on the
MATLAB/Simulink environment: After designing the onboard
algorithms with Simulink, the model is converted to C code using
Real-Time Workshop and compiled using the QNX C compiler;
finally, the executable file is uploaded, to the onboard computer via
Wireless Local Area Network and executed.
Note that the vehicles are completely autonomous: The onboard

computer calculates the control solution by using DTrack data and
sends the commands to the thrusters’ control board; the power
distribution unit supplies all electronics components.

VII. Orbital Motion Simulation on the Testbed

To emulate the orbital dynamics of the chaser satellite relative to
theHill reference frame by using the presented test bed, it is necessary
that the vehicle actuator system generates the inertia acceleration/
torque due to the orbital motion of the Hill reference frame and the
gravitational force/torque, besides the control signal. Moreover, both
the provided inertia and control acceleration/torque have to be scaled
to satisfy the facility constraints.
For sake of clarity, let us derive the equations of motion of the

vehicle moving on the frictionless surface as (see Fig. 4),

�rHTV � fHTThrust
_ωVV;HT � I−1V �−�ωVV;HT ∧�IVωHT

V;HT � TVThrust� (58)

Note that the coordinate system denoted as HT in Fig. 4 represents
the Hill reference frame or the noninertial reference frame R (see



Sec. VIII for more details). So that dynamics Eqs. (58) correspond to
the Eqs. (41–49), the terms fHTThrust and T

V
Thrust must to be set to

fHTThrust � −� _̆ωHH;I ∧�ρ̆H − 2�ω̆HH;I ∧� _̆ρ
H − �ω̆HH;I ∧��ω̆HH;I ∧�ρ̆H

� ˘fCgrav;C − ˘fTgrav;T � ˘fHcontrol;C

TVThrust � IV� ˘I−1C �−�ω̆CC;I ∧� ˘ICω̆CC;I � ˘TCgrav� − SCH _̆ωHH;I

− �SCHω̆HH;I ∧�ω̆CC;H� � �ωVV;HT ∧�IVωVV;HT � IV ˘I−1C ˘TCcontrol

˘fCgrav;C � −
μ̆

kr̆HT � ρ̆Hk3 �r̆
H
T � ρ̆H�

˘fTgrav;T � −
μ̆

kr̆HT k3
�r̆HT �

˘TCgrav � −
μ̆

kr̆HT � ρ̆Hk5
��r̆HT � ρ̆H� ∧� ˘IC�r̆HT � ρ̆H� (59)

where the superscript˘indicates the scaled variable. From Eq. (59), it
is evident that Eqs. (58) coincide with Eqs. (41–49) if

ρ̆H � rHTV _̆ρH � rHTV ω̆CC;H � ωVV;HT q̆e � qV;HT
(60)

and

ρ̆H � ρHl _̆ρH � _ρHl∕t

ω̆CC;H � ωCC;H∕t _̆ωCC;H � _ωCC;H∕t2 ω̆HH;I � ωHH;I∕t
˘IC � ICkl2 μ̆ � μl3∕t2 (61)

where l, t, and k are length, time, and mass scale factors defined such
that 1) the maximum scaled relative position does not overcome the
frictionless surface dimension; 2) the vehicle completes the
maneuver within the maximum autonomy time (i.e., the time needed
to empty the air pressurized tanks and to discharge the onboard
batteries); and 3) the scaled chaser satellite mass is equal to the
floating vehicle mass.
Note that, in our experiments, a docking maneuver is emulated

assuming that the target satellite motion is known by the chaser.

VIII. Simulated Scenario

The main purpose of the experimental campaigns is to prove the
effectiveness of new proposedDA-based algorithm. Particularly, two
maneuvers are simulated by using the TEAMS platform: 1) close
range R&D maneuver; 2) final approach to dock a tumbling target.
During the close-range R&D maneuver, the target satellite

is assumed to be controlled such that its orbital motion is Keplerian
and its BRF is oriented as the Hill reference frame.More specifically,
we assume that the target satellite is moving on a circular
orbit at rT � 400 km from the Earth surface, such that ωHH;I �
� 0 0

����������
μ∕r3T

p
� and rHT � � rT 0 0 �. Furthermore, the chaser

satellite has to approach the target tracking a specific trajectory
consisting of one V-hop and a V-bar forced motion and provide the
right attitude, allowing dockingwith the target, as discussed in Sec.V.
Amaximum range of 100m is considered. During the final approach
maneuver, the target satellite tumbles and moves with respect to a
noninertial reference frame R, which orbits around the Earth at
rR � 400 km km with a constant angular velocity ωRR;I �
� 0 0

����������
μ∕r3T

p
�. As illustrated in Fig. 5, the aforementioned

coordinate system has the x axis aligned with the radial direction and
the z axis orthogonal to the orbit plane. The target spacecraft motion
is known and given by the integration of the following dynamic
equations:

�rRT;R � −2�ωHH;I ∧�_rRT;R − �ωRR;I ∧��ωRR;I ∧�rRT;R − � _ωRR;I ∧�rRT;R
� μ

krRR � rRT;Rk3
�rRR � rRT;R� �

μ

krRRk3
�rRR� (62)

Fig. 3 TEAMS platform: a) AP detailed overview; b) assembled vehicle configuration.

Fig. 4 Layout of testbed.



_ωTT;R � I−1T �−��ωTT;R � STR�qT;R�ωRR;I� ∧�IC�ωTT;R � STR�qT;R�ωRR;I�
� TTgrav� − �STR�qT;R�ωRR;I ∧�ωTT;R (63)

_qT;R �
�
_q0;T;R
_�qT;R

�
� 1

2

�
0 −fωTT;RgT

fωTT;Rg �ωTT;R ∧�

�
qT;R (64)

with following initial conditions

rRT;R�0� � � 0 0 0 �T m

_rRT;R�0� � �−0.0026 0.0022 0 � m∕s

qT;R�0� � � 1 0 0 0 �T

ωTT;R�0� � � 0 0 0.0017 � rad∕s (65)

Finally, the chaser has to approach the uncontrolled target by
following a trapezoidal velocity profile along the versor −ĵT of the
target BRF, as discussed in Sec. V. A short range of 5m is considered.
In the following subsections, the experimental results regarding

the preceding orbital maneuvers are presented. Let us note that
only one vehicle is used to simulate the aforementioned maneuvers,
that is, the motion of the target is numerically simulated by the
TEAMS vehicle onboard computer, whenever it is necessary;
actually, this fact does not invalidate our study, which aims at
analyzing the performance of the DA-based controller for the
approach maneuvering rather than to investigate such phenomena as
contact dynamics or dockingmechanism functionality.Moreover, let
us note that theDTrack system provides only the relative position and
attitude of the TEAMS vehicle; thus, the extended Kalman filter
(EKF) based on the linearized formof Eqs. (41–48) is implemented to
estimate the relative velocity _̆ρH and the angular rate ω̆CC∕I [35]. [The
DTrack system provides the position and the attitude of the vehicle
with respect to the table reference frame placed in the center of the
table (see Fig. 4). However, the position and the attitude of the vehicle
relative to the HT reference frame can be easily computed by a
rototranslation transformation.]

IX. Results

In this section, the experimental results concerning the two R&D
maneuvers presented in Sec. VIII will be shown. Particularly, the
performance of theNewton andDA-based algorithms for the solution
of the SDRE controller will be discussed, assuming a maximum
number of five iterations for the NM approach and a third-order

Taylor expansion v for the DA-based algorithm. For sake of clarity
only the results due to the DA-based will be illustrated.
Note that, because the controller has to track a specific reference

signal xref , the control law described by Eq. (32) becomes

U�3�SDRE∕DA�δx� � −Z−1�B0 � ΔB�δx��T
�Xl
k�0

Pk�δx�
�
δx

� ~K�δx�δ�x − xref� � −Z−1�B0 � ΔB�δx��T
�Xl
k�0

Pk�δx�
�
δx

� ~K�δx��δx − δxref� (66)

where

δx � � δρ̆H δ _̆ρH δs δω̆CC;I δq̆e �

δxref � � δρ̆Href δ _̆ρHref δsref ω̆CC;Iref δq̆eref � (67)

represent the deviation from reference vectors

x0 � � ρ̆0H _̆ρ0H δs0 ω̆0C
C;I q̆0e �

� � �0�1×3 �0�1×3 1 ω̆HH;I �1; 0; 0; 0� �
x0ref � � ρ̆0Href _̆ρ0Href δs0ref ω̆0C

C;Iref q̆0e;ref �
� � �0�1×3 �0�1×3 1 ω̆HH;I �1; 0; 0; 0� � (68)

Finally, let us remark that the actuator system installed on TEAMS
vehicle produces only the inertial and gravitational forces/torques,
ignoring the forces/torques due to modeling the Earth oblateness and
atmospheric drag effects. This choice is due to the order ofmagnitude
of these scaled orbital perturbing effects; in fact they are smaller than
the forces/torques due to the laboratory environment, such as the
forces due to nonleveled frictionless surface or the torques due to
offset between center of gravity and point of conjunction between the
two stages of the vehicle.

A. Close Range R&DManeuver

The length, time, and mass scale factors required to scale the
control and the inertial and gravitational forces/torques for the
TEAMS platform are l � 0.04, t � 0.1877, and k � 0.046,
respectively. Note that these values are related to the vehicle mass,
to the dimension of the arena where the TEAMS vehicle moves, and
to the autonomy of the air pressured system.
As discussed in Sec. V, the reference trajectory consists of a V-bar

hop and V-bar straight line and its sketch on a frictionless surface is
depicted in Fig. 6. Accordingly, Table 1 reports the reference position
vector corresponding with the main points of V-hop and forced
motion expressed in the Hill reference frame and its scaled
counterpart expressed in the table fixed reference frame. (The table
fixed reference frame is centered in the center of the frictionless plane
and has the z axis orthogonal to the table. The x and y axes lie on the
plane as illustrated in Fig. 6.) Let us remark that the HT coordinate
system represents the Hill reference frame and the virtual target
vehicle is assumed fixed with respect to HT during the maneuver.
The entire orbital maneuver is simulated in 12 min; this is the time

required by the air pressure tanks to be almost emptied. The SDRE/
DA controller design is based on a scaled version of the unperturbed
dynamic model (52) and it runs at 10 Hz. The weighting matrices Q
and Z are positive definitive and constant, and they are set to

Fig. 5 Supporting noninertial reference frame R � f r̂ 0 t̂ 0 ĥ
0 g.

Table 1 Orbital range for R&D maneuver simulated by TEAMS facility

Reference trajectory P1, m P2, m P3, m

Reference position vector in the table reference frame � 2 0 � �−1.64 0 � �−1.8 0 �
Reference position vector in H � 0 −100 0 � � 0 −90 0 � � 0 −5 0 �



Q � diag��Q11 Q22 0 Q33 Q44 ��
Z � diag��Z11 Z22 ��
Q11 � diag�� 1e − 4 1e − 4 1e − 6 �� 1∕m2

Q22 � diag�� 10e − 2 10e − 2 10e − 4 �� s∕m2

Q33 � �I�3×31e − 7 s2

Q44 � �I�4×41e − 7 �s2∕m�2

Z11 � �I�3×31.5 �s2∕m�2

Z22 � diag�� 1e − 4 1e − 4 1e − 8 �� �s2∕kgm2�2 (69)

Note that the preceding matrices have to be scaled according with
length, time, andmass scale factors. Thus, for instance, the blockQ11

has to be divided by square of length scale factor l � 0.04.
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the relative position error, the relative

velocity error, the absolute angular rate error, and the relative
quaternion error regarding the TEAMS vehicle motion. The afore-
mentioned errors represent the difference between the state estimated

by the EKF xEstimated�
h
ρ̆HEstimated

_̆ρHEstimated ω̆CC;IEstimated q̆eEstimated

i
,

and reference one xref �
h
ρ̆Href _̆ρHref ω̆CC;Iref q̆eref

i
, such as

e��eρ e_ρ eωC
C∕I
eq �

��ρ̆HEstimated−ρ̆Href _̆ρ
H
Estimated− _̆ρHref ω̆CC;IEstimated−ω̆CC;Iref q̆eEstimated−q̆eref �

(70)

where the superscript˘ indicates the scaled variable.
It is worth noting that the SDRE/DA controller guarantees the

TEAMS floating vehicle to approach the virtual target vehicle
following the defined trajectory; at the end of themaneuver, the norm
of relative position error is about 8.84e − 3 m, whereas the norm of
relative velocity error is about 1.12e − 3 m∕s.
Note that the oscillation shown in the absolute angular velocity

error and relative quaternion error plots at about 4.6 min is due to a
gap on the granite table that blocks up the transition of one air pad,
generating a disturbing torque. This phenomenon occurs randomly
and it was not significant inmany experiments; also in the presence of
this environmental disturbing effect, the SDRE controller is able to
nullify the relative attitude of the floating vehicle with respect to the
virtual target vehicle, synchronizing the vehicles body-fixed
reference frames. Moreover, the left side of Fig. 9 illustrates the
scaled force and torque expressed in the table coordinate system and

Fig. 6 Reference trajectory on frictionless surface.

Fig. 7 Relative errors for R&D maneuver: a) position; b) velocity.

Fig. 8 Errors for R&D maneuver: a) absolute angular velocity; b) relative quaternion.



vehicle body-fixed reference frame, respectively, which are required
to emulate the orbital motion; the right side of the same figure shows
the terms ˘f control;C and ˘Tcontrol reported in Eq. (59) due to the SDRE
controller.
Finally, Table 2 reports the accuracy values corresponding to NM-

and DA-based algorithms. The obtained results show that the DA-
based algorithm gives the same order of magnitude of accuracy as the
NM algorithm.

B. Final Approach to Dock a Tumbling Target

The length, time, and mass scale factors exploited to scale the
control and the inertial and the gravitational forces/torques for the
TEAMS platform are, respectively, l � 0.2769, t � 0.625, and k �
0.046 for this scenario. These values are also exploited to scale the
tumbling motion of the target spacecraft, which is numerically
simulated by the onboard computer of the TEAMS vehicle by
integrating Eqs. (62–64). It is worth mentioning that the maximum
time to simulate the maneuver is 10 min.
Let us note that, during the final approach, the chaser satellite has

to track a specific velocity profile along the −ĵT versor to approach
the target. In Fig. 10, the scaled reference trajectory is depicted; here,
the final position of the virtual target vehicle is illustrated, assuming
that at the beginning of the maneuver its body reference frame
coincideswith the versors of theHT coordinate system (gray arrows).
Note that here the HT represents the R reference frame introduced in
Sec. VIII.
The SDRE/DA controller design is based on a scaled version of the

unperturbed dynamic model (52), where ρH andωHH;I are replaced by
ρR � rRC − rRR and ωRR;I , respectively. The weighting matrices Q and
Z are positive definitive and constant and they are set to

Q � diag��Q11 Q22 0 Q33 Q44 ��
Z � diag��Z11 Z22 ��
Q11 � diag�� 5e − 2 5e − 2 1e − 6 �� �1∕m�2

Q22 � diag�� 5 5 10e − 4 �� �s∕m�2

Q33 � diag�� 1e − 7 1e − 7 10e − 4 �� s2

Q44 � �I�4×41e − 4 �s2∕m�2

Z11 � diag�� 5 5 1.5e − 3 �� �s2∕m�2

Z22 � diag�� 1e − 4 1e − 4 1e − 8 �� �s2∕kgm2�2 (71)

Note that the preceding matrices are referred to the orbital
controller; this means that they have to be scaled according with
length, time, and mass scale factors.
Figures 11 and 12 show the position and velocity error components

as well as the angular rate and relative quaternion error, as defined by

Eq. (70). At the end of the maneuver, the relative position error is
about 3.36e − 3 m, whereas the relative velocity error is about
1.743 − 4 m∕s. The large-amplitude oscillations seen in the angular
rate and quaternion error plot are due to the big attitude error at the
beginning of the maneuver; in fact, because the SDRE is designed to
track a reference signal, the control signal depends on the difference
between the actual state and the reference state, which is significant at
the initial time step because of the initial orientation of the TEAMS
vehicle. Moreover, the system response is due to the choice of
weighting matrices in Eq. (71); they are set mainly to allow the
docking within the simulation time.
Figure 13 illustrates both the scaled gravitational and inertial force/

torque (left side of the figure) and the controller force/torque (right
side of the figure), where forces are expressed in the table reference
frame and torques are expressed in the vehicle body-fixed coordinate
system.

Fig. 9 Scaled force/torque for R&D maneuver: a) gravitational and inertial; b) controller.

Table 2 Accuracy ofNMandDASDREalgorithms for close
range R&D maneuver

Accuracy, t � tf
Algorithm kĕρk, m kĕ_ρk, m∕s kĕωC

C;I
k, rad∕s kĕqek, dim

DA based 8.8e − 03 1.12e − 03 2.1e − 04 4.5e − 03
NM 8.03e − 03 1.0e − 03 3.6e − 04 4.3e − 03

Fig. 10 Reference trajectory on frictionless surface [constant
acceleration (Const Acc); constant approaching velocity (Const Vel);
constant deceleration (Const Dec)].



Finally, Table 3 reports the accuracy values corresponding to NM-
and DA-based algorithms for the SDRE solution related to the
simulated maneuvers. It is worth observing that the DA-based
algorithm for the SDRE solution gives the same order of magnitude
of accuracy with respect to the “classical” Newton approach.

C. Computational Cost Analysis

In this subsection, the time required by the nonlinear SDRE
controller to run on the TEAMS onboard computer is discussed.
Table 4 shows the controller execution time for NM- and DA-based

methods when a close-range R&D maneuver is simulated. Let us
point out that these values are referred to a single experiment and
therefore they provide an indication of computational performance of
the investigated methods.
As shown in Table 4, the execution time corresponding to each

SDRE algorithm is lower than the sampling time, that is, 0.1 s
(10 Hz). However, different from results illustrated by the authors of
this paper in [36,37], the computational benefit of the DA-based
algorithm with respect to the Newton approach is not surprising
anymore: In fact, the use of the DA-based algorithm allows reducing

Fig. 11 Relative error for final approach maneuver: a) position; b) velocity.

Fig. 12 Errors for final approach maneuver: a) angular rate error; b) relative attitude error.

Fig. 13 Scaled force/torque final approach maneuver: a) gravitational and inertial; b) controller.



the execution time to barely 0.014 s. This lack of computational
efficiency is probably due to the not optimized implementation of the
DA-based algorithm before generating the C code that runs on the
onboard computer. This fact causes worsening of the computing
performance of the DA-based algorithm. For this reason, our future
research will be focused primarily on the improvement of the
polynomial evaluation function implemented inMATLAB/Simulink
to increase the computational gap between the proposed DA-based
algorithm and the classical Newton one.

X. Conclusions

Our work aimed at designing an SDRE controller for an R&D
maneuvering problem and testing it on the TEAMS experimental
platform developed by DLR Institute of Space Systems to emulate
the proximity operations between satellites on the ground. More
specifically, DA has been exploited to compute a high-order Taylor
expansion of the SDRE solution to reduce the computational effort
associated with the ARE solution at each sample time. In fact, the
proposed DA-based algorithm does not require any algebraic
manipulation to obtain the SDRE solution but only the evaluation of a
few polynomial expressions computed offline.
The experimental results have proved the feasibility of computing

the solution of the SDRE online on the TEAMS hardware (up to
10 Hz) and also for the studied high-order system (14 variables);
nevertheless, the comparison analysis concerning the computing
demand of the NM- and DA-based algorithms on the TEAMS
computer has not confirmed the good computational performance of
the DA-based algorithm given by numerical simulation. This
inconsistent result is due to the optimization issue: The function for
the evaluation of Taylor polynomial expressions obtained by the
COSY-Infinity tool is implemented by MATLAB to generate the
corresponding C code by the Real-TimeWorkshop tool; anyhow, it is
not optimized to be handled by the C compiler, affecting the
computational performance of the algorithm.
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